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ABSTRACT
Recent studies have highlighted a need for more refined tools in species
delimitation. This is especially true when considering diversity within species complexes,
where members are morphologically similar and traditional tools have thus far failed to
provide clearly defined boundaries between species. This project seeks to refine our
traditional tools of species delimitation and apply new tools to the challenges created by
species complexes. The focus organisms of this study are the anurans of the Limnonectes
kuhlii complex. This species complex comprises more than 25 species of stream frogs
from Southeast Asia. Traditionally, morphometrics (particularly linear measures) has
been the most common way to demonstrate differences between two or more species.
Unfortunately, traditional morphological analyses placed members of this group into a
single, widely distributed species for nearly 200 years. Recent studies combining genetic,
morphological, and bioacoustic tools have been effective in distinguishing and delimiting
some, but not all potential species of the L. kuhlii complex. The currently distinguished,
yet undescribed, members (candidate species) provide an opportunity to investigate new
approaches to morphological character analyses (e.g., geometric morphometrics), and to
refine traditional approaches (alternative statistical analyses) used in species delimitation.
Geometric morphometrics show statistically significant differences in head shape
between candidate species. Statistics provided a refinement of the traditional
morphological approaches and revealed a list of potential characters for delimiting the
candidate species on Borneo. This study showed the use of Body Length (BL),
recommended by Inger (1966), provided the same results as Snout-vent Length.
Illustrating that BL should be considered throughout the complex, especially when
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previous studies have shown SVL between males and females of the same candidate
species (or clade). BL may provide further insight to the candidate species on mainland
by giving a new outlook on previously used data. Ultimately, this project aims to
recognize, delimit, and describe real biological diversity in order to facilitate
conservation efforts aimed at protecting these frogs and the habitats that they live in.
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INTRODUCTION
As we seek to understand and conserve global biodiversity, species complexes represent
an important, yet severely understudied, aspect that demands our attention. Species complexes
are a group of morphologically identical, but genetically diverse species “hidden” under one
species name. Biodiversity is compartmentalized and defined to recognize the smallest,
indivisible unit of diversity—the species (Winston, 1999; Wiley and Lieberman, 2011).
Conservation can be focused on the species level as well. Unfortunately, the definition of
“species” remains a context-specific disagreement. Several concepts of “what a species is” have
been proposed, but no definition adequately applies to all life on Earth. The most commonly
used definitions are the Biological Species Concept (BSC) and Phylogenetic Species Concept
(PSC), but their limitations and applications remain under debate (Zink and McKitrick, 1995)
despite some progress being made (Wiens, 2007). Species recognition depends on having an idea
about “what a species is”. Without an agreement, protecting distinct species within a species
complex becomes increasingly difficult. An increased interest in species delimitation, the process
by which species boundaries are determined (Wiens, 2007), has arisen. This is due, in part, to
growing threat to biodiversity and the need to describe and conserve as many species as possible
before they vanish (Weins, 2007). Species complexes, and the problems associated with them,
should be resolved if we truly wish to conserve and describe as many species as possible.

Defining Species
Biological diversity is represented by the variety of organisms within an ecosystem, and
can be recognized both genetically and phenotypically (Reid and Miller, 1989). No definition of
a “species” adequately applies to all life on Earth. Novel concepts are developed and proposed as
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new information allows for a refinement of the definition or a resolution to conflicts based on
differing assumptions about the evolutionary process (Hillis, 1987). Two of the most commonly
cited definitions are the BSC and PSC. The BSC defines a species as a suite of individuals that
can interbreed and are reproductively isolated from other groups (Dobzahansky, 1935; Cracraft,
1983; Mayr & Ashlock, 1992). The PSC defines a species as a group having a shared, unique
evolutionary history known as a lineage with shared derived characters (Winston, J. E, 1999;
Cracraft, 1983; Simpson, 1961; Wiley, 1978). PSC is preferable when working with species
complexes because it will provide a better framework for analyzing speciation within closely
related species (Carcraft, 1992; Zink and McKitrick, 1995). Also, the BSC is difficult, if not
impossible, to apply in practice, especially when closely related, but distinct, species often
hybridize in unusual circumstances. The BSC can combine populations representing numerous
distinct evolutionary lineages and unintentionally create species complexes (Carcraft, 1992; Zink
and McKitrick, 1995). By definition, a lineage is a series of organisms in a continuous line of
descent (ancestral–descendant sequence of populations), and a clade is a monophyletic group
containing the common ancestor and all descendants (Simpson, 1951, Wheeler, and Meier, 2000;
Mallet, 2013; Understanding Evolution, 2020). Herein, I use the terms lineage and clade as
synonyms when referring to evolutionary lineages determined through the analysis of molecular
(DNA) evidence. Lineage/clade names are often assigned to monophyletic groups of organisms
(putative/candidate species) prior to the publication of a species description and can be thought
of as nomenclatural placeholders.
Systematics is the study of species, the relationships among them (phylogenetics), and the
ways in which we name organisms (taxonomy). These areas of study have great bearing on our
quest to understand global biodiversity. In many aspects, the field of systematics has changed
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rapidly (in both theory and practice) in the past few decades. One thing, however, has not
changed: for a species to be formally recognized, they must be described. To describe a species,
several lines of evidence (criteria) are necessary, typically a combination of morphology with
behavior, genetics, ecology, and/or phylogenetic data. With DNA barcoding becoming readily
available and reliable, molecular studies can aid species description. Molecular evidences
supports descriptions as some species have morphological, behavioral, and/or ecological
variations though some do not. So molecular data can provide another line of evidence to suggest
whether two species are similar or different. Therefore, combining several lines of data allows
for strong distinction between different species for delimitation.
Species have been traditionally described by morphological characteristics, yet this
method fails to recognize the diversity of visually similar species. Molecular evidence has
revealed the surprising levels of diversity in animal taxa believed, morphologically, to be one
species, such as the Galapagos Tortoises (Chelonoidis nigra), the Skipper Butterfly (Astraptes
fulgerator), the Giraffe (Giraffa giraffe), and the Slender-snouted Crocodiles (Mecistops
cataphractus). In these cases, DNA provided a molecular phylogenetic framework for further
exploration and eventually led to delimitation of the species within these complexes (Caccone et
al., 2002; Burns et al., 2008; Fennessy et al., 2016; Shirley et. al., 2018; Gaughran et al., 2018),
that the morphological similarities hid. However, molecular data alone is insufficient for
delimiting species (Kekkonen & Hebert, 2014; Monaghan et al., 2005). Molecular studies can
determine genetic variation to suggest diversity within a complex, but recognition of a species
can only happen when genetics is combined with other types of criteria (e.g., traditionally,
morphology in combination with behavior, and/or ecology). Today’s taxonomists have advanced
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research techniques, like DNA barcoding, to understand and delimit the diversity previously
hidden by morphological similarities.

Species Complexes
Strong morphological similarities seen between closely related species can inadvertently
cause the creation of species complexes from the “traditional” method of species delimitation. A
species complex is a group of visually similar, but genetically diverse species “hidden” under
one name. A well-known example is the Galapagos Tortoises (Chelonoidis nigra). Originally
described in 1824 by Quoy and Gaimard, Galapagos tortoises are well-known for their
differences in shell morphology (Fritts, 1983, 1984; Russello et al., 2005), which may indicate
that the tortoises are not a single species. Some believe the morphological differences may be
due to ecological conditions rather than evolutionary relationships (Fritts, 1983, 1984), but there
is limited knowledge on their evolutionary history, which prompted further investigation into C.
nigra (Caccone et al., 1999; Caccone et al., 2002; Beheregaray et al., 2004; Russello et al.,
2005). Island biota, like C. nigra, interest evolutionary biologists because of their geographic
isolation from mainland ancestors and separation from related descendants on other islands
(Caccone et al., 2002). To unravel the evolutionary history of C. nigra, several studies have
explored evolutionary divergence based on mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), nuclear microsatellite
data, and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in combination with morphology (Caccone et
al., 1999; Caccone et al., 2002; Russello et al., 2005; Poulakakis et al., 2015; Gaughran et al.,
2018). It is currently thought that the Galapagos archipelago is home to upwards of 15 species of
C. nigra, including 11 extant, and four extinct species (Caccone et al., 1999; Caccone et al.,
2002; Gaughran et al., 2018). Given the molecular divergence between two dome-shaped species
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of C.s nigra on Santa Cruz, a taxonomic revision of these tortoises was necessary (Russello et
al., 2005) and has since been completed, describing the two distinct lineages of dome-shaped
tortoise on the basis of DNA and subtle morphological differences (Poulakakis et al., 2015).
Recognizing these two lineages as distinct species and consequently, different conservation
units, would facilitate more effective protection for these species and their surrounding habitats.
The example of C. nigra is not an isolated one, but often the existence of a species
complex is not considered unless someone asks, “What if this is not a single species?”
Unfortunately, it is common for “well-known” taxa that are noted as having subtle
morphological variation to be lumped together as a single entity. As a result, these common,
widespread, and seemingly “well-known” taxa become overly familiar and fail to capture the
interest of taxonomists (Burns et al., 2008). Astraptes fulgerator, the skipper butterfly, (Walch
1775) is a common and broadly distributed neotropical species (Hebert et al., 2004; Burns et al.,
2008). The identity of the species came to question after feeding observations suggested that A.
fulgerator fed more diversely than typical for a single species (Hebert et al., 2004; Burns et al.,
2008). Although initial morphological examination was inconclusive, a detailed comparison
revealed several subtle, but distinct morphological traits. DNA barcoding (cytochrome c oxidase)
suggested at least ten different species within the A. fulgerator complex (Hebert et al., 2004;
Burns et al., 2008; Janzen et al., 2011). Despite molecular data revealing numerous species, the
vast distribution of A. fulgerator will require more work to unravel the cryptic species complex.
More species may be hidden within the A. fulgerator complex and will require multiple criteria
(morphology, behavior, and/or ecology) to fully understand the true diversity.
Another surprising example of hidden diversity is seen with giraffes, Giraffa
camelopardalis (Linnaeus, 1758). Traditionally, there was thought to be one species of giraffe
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and 9–11 subspecies (Brown et al., 2007; Bock et al., 2014; Fennessy et al., 2016). Subspecific
determinations were based on variable pelage patterns and geographic distribution, but until
recently, no studies had assessed genetic variation (Bock et al., 2014; Fennessy et al., 2016).
Genetic analyses identified at least four separate monophyletic clades, suggesting four distinct
giraffe species and pushing for description of these candidate species (Fennessy et al., 2016).
Though these results are controversial depending on the definition of species concept used
(Bercovitch et al., 2017), it is clear that the diversity within G. camelopardalis has not been fully
revealed. Further exploration and more data are required before the G. camelopardalis complex
can be delimited, but delineation of the potential species will eventually aid in conservation for
G. spp.
Complex evolutionary history, overlapping geographic ranges, and strong morphological
similarities can confound our understanding of a species. Together, these may lead to the
unintentional lumping of species and the formation of a species complex. The slender-snouted
crocodiles, Mecistops cataphractus (Cuvier, 1825), was considered a monotypic genus until
Shirley et al. (2013) published a systematic revision based molecular data suggesting two
divergent Mecistops lineages. The understudied Mecistops provided an opportunity to test
biogeographic scenarios and the implications for diversity (Shirley et al., 2013; Shirley et al.,
2018). Shirley et al. (2013) supported the recognition of two divergent lineages based on
molecular, morphological and geographic distribution evidence. Their study revealed the subtle
morphological difference between the two lineages due to the presence of a squamosal crest in
M. cataphractus and absence within M. leptorhynchus and noted distinct geographical
distributions. As Mecistops was on the verge of extinction, the discovery of the cryptic linage has
revealed two critically endangered species (Shirley et al., 2013).
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Genetic analyses have played a critical role in differentiating between evolutionary
lineages where “traditional” morphological methods failed. With the goal of moving towards
understanding global species richness, biodiversity, and species conservation, the question
remains, what else can we do to clean up this complex mess? Genetics provides a framework, but
it is not enough to define a species on its own. In the examples above, morphology still played a
vital role in species delimitation despite the initial failure to classify population diversity. To
fully delimit species complexes, a refinement of “traditional” morphological tools is required
because we cannot protect anything unless we can quantify the differences between closely
related taxa.
Limnonectes kuhlii
Limnonectes kuhlii, a Southeast Asian stream frog, is an ideal case study for the
refinement of morphological tools used to
distinguish among lineages of a species complex.
Tschudi (1829) originally described Limnonectes
kuhlii from the island of Java. Historically, L.
kuhlii was considered to be distributed from
Eastern India west to Japan and Taiwan, and south
to Indonesia and Borneo, but not extending to the
Philippines (Figure 1). Similar to A. fulgerator,
Giraffa sp., and Mecistops examples, the strong
morphological similarities in the L. kuhlii complex
led taxonomists to consider these frogs a single
species, even while noting geographic and slight
Figure 1. Distribution of Limnonectes kuhlii complex. Numbered
circles correspond to informal taxonomic designations. Where two
or more lineages occur in sympatry, lines are drawn to the
location. McLeod et al., 2010
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morphological differences between populations (Pope, 1931; Taylor, 1962; Inger, 1966).
Morphological data confirmed the monophyly of the fanged frogs but could not resolve the
relationships within the lineages molecular data provided (Emerson & Berrigan, 1993).
Subsequent molecular analyses revealed an astonishing amount of hidden diversity within L.
kuhlii (Emerson et al., 2000; Emerson & Ward, 1998; Evans et al., 2003). Successive studies
have revealed that L. kuhlii is not a single widely distributed species, but a complex of many
(>25) evolutionarily distinct lineages (McLeod, 2010; Matsui et al. 2010; Matsui et al., 2016).
This result creates a formidable challenge: the tools traditionally used by taxonomists, prior to
the advent of molecular sequencing techniques, proved inadequate to recognize the diversity
within the L. kuhlii complex. Now, discrete morphological characters, as well as ecological, and
behavioral criteria require investigation.
Several members within the L. kuhlii complex have been named in recent years, but many
more await description. Previous studies (e.g., McLeod, 2010, Matsui et al., 2016, Neokleous,
2019) have provided considerable molecular data that has been used to identify distinct
evolutionary lineages. The advantage of utilizing the L. kuhlii complex is that existing
phylogenetic hypotheses serve as a framework for examining morphological characters and
testing these hypotheses. Additionally, these previous studies have suggested that at some
locations in Borneo two or more candidate species of the L. kuhlii complex may live in syntopy
and that these syntopic lineages are not sister taxa (McLeod, 2010; Neokleous, 2019). The
syntopic candidate species within the Bornean L. kuhlii allows for a unique opportunity to
investigate the differences between two morphologically similar, yet genetically distinct, species
in the same immediate geographic area. The ability to reliably discriminate between taxa in
situations like this has implications both for systematics and applied studies in ecology and
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conservation. Implications can include a systematic revision of the species, and the ability to
protect and conserve previously undescribed, potentially endangered, species.
The L. kuhlii complex requires further study in order to elucidate the true extent of the
diversity it represents. The genus Limnonectes is characterized by the presence of fang-like
odontoid processes, male-biased dimorphism, and morphological similarity of individuals within
the genus (Inger, 1989; Emerson, 1996; McLeod et al., 2011; McLeod et al., 2015; Matsui et al.,
2016). The Bornean frogs within the L. kuhlii complex have a suite of sexually dimorphic
features that define this monophyletic clade (Emerson, 1994). In comparison to females, males
are characterized as having a larger body size, enlarged odontoid processes on the mandible, and
an enlarged head with probable concurrent hypertrophy of the jaw closing muscles (Boulenger,
1920; Inger, 1966; Emerson and Voris, 1992; Emerson, 1994; Emerson and Ward, 1998; see
Figure 2). This enlargement of the head directly affects measures of body size using snout-vent
length (SVL). Nevertheless, SVL has been used as a method of normalizing data (e.g. Emerson,
1998; McLeod et al., 2012; Matsui et al., 2014). Due to male-biased size dimorphism (Figure 2),
males and females SVL cannot be combined for statistical analysis. This issue is compounded by
another problem common to field-based collections; organisms can only be collected when seen.
There is no guarantee of what will be gathered during any trip. The unpredictable nature of field
collections often results in uneven sample sizes and gender inequities that may later limit the
morphological data analyses.
If only one gender can be used to explore discrete morphological differences, then this
excludes some clades entirely from analyses (e.g., lineages for which only specimens of the other
gender are available) because of low sample sizes. In this case, females, lacking the enlargement
of the head, cannot be grouped with males who do to take advantage of all available data (Table
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1). In an attempt to alleviate this issue, some authors have used log-transformation to normalize
their data and account for differences between genders (Emerson, 1998; McLeod et al., 2012;
Matsui et al., 2014). This method works when the raw data follow an approximate log-normal
distribution, otherwise applying the log-transformation can make the distribution more skewed
(Feng et al., 2014). Transformation does not guarantee a solution to the bias between genders
and can raise new problems such as, changing the means of the raw data and failing to answer
the researcher’s original question or in some cases, and in some cases transformation can alter
the statistical significance (Keene, 1995; Feng et al., 2014). Instead, alternative body size
measures, which limit bias, should be considered.

Figure 2. Male-biased sexual size dimorphism illustrated here in L. megastomias from Thailand is considered
characteristic of the L. kuhlii complex.
Table 1. An example of sample sizes based on available museum specimens of the Limnonectes kuhlii complex.
Clade designations (following McLeod 2010) are assigned to independent evolutionary lineages based on
mitochondrial DNA based phylogenetic analyses. Clade numbers are provided on the top row with the sample size
of each gender beneath. In some cases there are none, or too few, of a gender in a clade to be used for statistical
analysis.
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Statistical Approaches
Having a proper body size metric is important to allow for comparison between males
and females of the same candidate species. This can allow for an increase in sample size if one
sex is represented in the data more than another (Table 1). Previous studies have utilized logtransformation to account for body size differences (SVL) between genders within L. kuhlii to
allow for a greater sample size in analysis (e.g. Emerson, 1998; McLeod et al., 2012; Matsui et
al., 2014). As aforementioned, some transformations can be misleading and lead to unintentional
misuse if used improperly. Because SVL is affected head size (length and width), SVL may not
be an appropriate metric for body size in regards to the L. kuhlii complex. Rather than
transformation as has been traditionally done, a new measure should be considered. Inger (1966)
suggested that subtracting head length (HL) from SVL could address the sexual dimorphism
noted within the complex. If this new measurement, body length (BL), is shown to reduce sexual
size differences, then females and males could be combined to obtain larger sample sizes for
further statistical analyses—eliminating the need for transformation. Since HL and SVL have
been taken historically, if BL succeeds then there are comparable data to evaluate the
effectiveness further in follow up studies.
Whereas the enlargement of the male head creates a measurement bias, the unique
character should not be ignored. Head shape should be explored as a possible avenue for
distinguishing between species (Vincent et al., 2004). The use of geometric morphometrics, an
approach that studies shape using Cartesian landmark coordinates, may improve the delimitation
and description of species because it can provide a quantification of shape beyond the linear
measurements, such as HL and head width (HW) that are used traditionally (Adams, 1999;
Cavalcanti 2004; Kaliontzopoulou et al., 2007; Kaliontzopoulou et al., 2010; Leyva-Valencia et
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al., 2012; Adams and Otárola-Castillo, 2013). Geometric morphometrics allows for qualitative
features, such as head shape, to be evaluated and represented quantitatively and graphically and
has successfully aided in species descriptions in other taxa (Adams, 1999; Rosenberg, 2002;
Leyva-Valencia et al., 2012; see Nantarat et al., 2014). So far, this has not been explored within
the L. kuhlii complex, and could provide novel insights on species-level difference as has been
done in other taxa (e.g., beak shape in Darwin’s finches; Abzhanov et al., 1997; Nantarat et al.,
2014).
Four primary objectives related to the use of morphological characters and their analysis
in species delimitation are presented herein. Collectively, these objectives aim to determine if
any of the a priori clades, can be distinguished morphologically. If specimens can successfully
be placed into their pre-determined genetic lineages on the basis of shared morphological
similarities, then it is hoped that these methods will allow for the identification of specimens for
which DNA data is unavailable.
Objective 1: To identify species level morphological differences among Bornean
members of the L. kuhlii complex.
Objective 2: To test the efficacy of body length (BL) as an alternative to snout-vent
length (SVL) in morphology-based species delimitation. If BL and SVL yield no significant
differences, then BL may be a better character to scale all other morphometric characters against
when normalizing data, especially in cases of strong sexual dimorphism that affect the measure
of SVL (e.g., enlarged heads in the males of the L. kuhlii complex).
Objective 3: To determine whether specimens measured by different methods can be
compared. Ten specimens will be used to examine potential differences between caliper and
digital methods (see appendix 1). This will explore variation within and between two researchers
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for both methods to determine comparability between computer-based and caliper
measurements.
Objective 4: To explore the potential ability of geometric morphometrics to distinguish
between previously identified lineages. Eight specimens from each lineage examined will
provide preliminary evaluation on if head shape morphology could be used to determine notable
differences between candidate species (see appendix 1).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Species Concept and Species Delimitation
I utilize the Phylogenetic Species Concept (PSC) and define a species as a group having a
shared, unique evolutionary history (Winston, J. E.,1999; Carcraft, 1983; Simpson, 1961; Wiley,
1978; see McLeod, 2010). Species delimitation, the process by which species boundaries are
determined and new species are discovered (Wiens, 2007), has been accomplished with a
combination of genetics (nuclear and mitochondrial DNA) and analysis of morphological
characters, including geometric morphometric analysis to look at shape variation between
species (Cavalcanti 2004; Kaliontzopoulou et al. 2007; Kaliontzopoulou et al. 2010; LeyvaValencia et al. 2012; Nantarat et al. 2014). These methods will be used for this project.
Sampling
This study focuses on male and female adults of the L. kuhlii complex from Malaysian
Borneo (Sabah and Sarawak) and Brunei Darussalam. Despite effort to collect more specimens,
no new specimens were found or collected during the summer 2019 field season. All specimens
used in this study were previously collected by others and deposited in museum collections in the
US and abroad (see Appendix 1). Sampling includes previously unpublished samples collected
by Sheridan from Sabah (n = 10), previously published specimens (McLeod, 2010; n male = 13,
n female = 17), and digital images of specimens previously published specimens (Neokleous,
2019, and Devito, 2019; n male = 26, n female = 45). For the purpose of this study, we define
“known” specimens (n = 101) as those for which 16S mtDNA sequence data is available and
have been aligned to a previously published monophyletic clade (Table 1) with clade
identification as specified by McLeod (2010) (see Appendix 1; Matsui et al., 2016; Neokleous,
2019; Devito, 2019). “Unknown” specimens, those without genetic sequencing, were only used
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to determine potential difference in measurement methods (see Appendix 1). Sex and life stage
were determined by examination of gonads and by inspection of prominent secondary sexual
characters (e.g., nuptial pads). Juvenile specimens were excluded from all analyses. Of the eight
clades previously identified by McLeod (2010), two clades (15 and 17) having a total of three or
less individuals were removed prior to testing due to inadequate sample size (Table 1).

Table 2. Summary table of previously identified lineages (clades) on the island of Borneo. Lineages identified are
the genetic relationships defined in previous molecular and taxonomic studies. Lineages 14-21 are only found on
Borneo, other lineages elsewhere in the complex are not examined in this study.

Lineage

Males
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Females
4
1
10
0
11
6
7
1

Total
8
2
4
2
17
3
13
17

12
3
14
2
28
9
20
18

Morphometric Data Collection and Analysis
Morphometric characters of post-metamorphic (adult) individuals used here follow those
of McLeod (2008). Abbreviations are: ED = eye diameter; EN = eye–nostril distance; FEL =
thigh (femur) length; FOL = foot length; HL = head length; HW = head width; IN = internarial
distance; IO = interorbital width; MD/MH = mandible depth/height measured at the base of the
odontoid; MN = mandible–nostril distance; OL = odontoid height measured from the ventral
surface of the mandible to the tip of the odontoid; PAL = palm length; RFL = relative/ranked
finger length when digits are adpressed; ES/RL = eye-snout distance/rostrum length; RTL =
relative/ranked toe length when digits are adpressed; SVL = snout–vent length; TBL = shank
(tibia) length; TD = tympanum diameter; LAL = lower arm (forearm) length; UEW = upper
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eyelid width; NM = no measurement taken (see Figure 2). To these characters we added BL =
body length (BL = SVL-HL) as an alternative to SVL. Inger (1966) suggested BL as a potential
method for calculating relative size measures after noting that using BL may reduce the effects
of head enlargement (hypertrophy) in adult males.

Figure 3. Morphological characters used in morphological analyses of the Limnonectes kuhlii complex (re-

drawn from McLeod, 2008) with the addition of a new character, body length (BL).

Digital and Caliper Measurements
We compared computer-based and caliper measurements. If there were no statistical
difference between measurement types, then both methods could be included to increase sample
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size for further analyses. Ten specimens (NCSM 80887–896) were used to compare 14 linear
dimensions (SVL, HL, MN, HW, ED, IO, EN, IN, LAL, PAL, FOL, FEL, TBL, and UEW)
using traditional and digital means, i.e. calipers and digital measures obtained from photographs
(see Appendix 1). Dimensions measured with calipers were taken to the nearest 0.01 mm and
rounded to one decimal place to avoid pseudo-accuracy. Digital measurements were obtained
from images from a Leica DMS 1000 digital macroscope and analyzed using the FIJI ImageJ
software package (v1.52i). Dorsal and ventral views of the frogs were captured with a millimeter
ruler used to scale each individual. Both measurement types (caliper and digital) were taken by a
single observer.
Two sample t-tests were used to compare the digital and caliper measurements of each
body character. A two-sample t-test will compare means between two groups and determine if
measurement types differed. To determine the amount of variation among measurements made
by an individual researcher, three randomly selected body characters, HL, LAL, and IN, were
measured 10 times for each of the specimens, and a one-sample t-test was completed for each
body character to determine potential deviations from the mean for each measurement type. A
one-sample t-test determines whether a sample of observations is different from a known mean.
For each character, an average measurement was calculated from the ten measurements and the
one-sample t-test determined if there were statistical differences from the measures to the mean.
This would illustrate intra-researcher variation and if the researcher took highly variable
measurements.
Once digital and caliper measurements were compared, variation between researchers
was investigated using the same methods (caliper and digital measurements) of the same
specimens and three body characters with a two-sample t-test. The two researchers took both
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measurement types separately. Two-sample t-tests were used to determine if there were
statistical differences between measurement types (caliper and digital) for each researcher and
within methods (caliper or digital measures) between researchers.

Body Length and Snout-vent Length
Of the eight candidate species outlined in McLeod (2010) and listed in Table 1, I
investigated the six with an overall sample size greater than three when combining data from
Mcleod (2010), Devito (2019), and Neokleous (2019) (Table 1; Appendix 1; n = 101). Previous
studies of the L. kuhlii complex have shown that some frogs may be misclassified due to
intraspecific differences between males and females, especially in cases where there is strong
sexual dimorphism in features like head size (McLeod et al., 2012). This prevents the
combination of measurements from males and females without transformation. To determine if
these lineages follow that example, known size measurements of males and females from each
Bornean clade were compared utilizing two sample t-tests (Table 1). Tests on each clade were
run independently to determine the interspecific differences in SVL and BL. Then, pairwise ttests with bonferroni adjustment were used to determine interspecific differences between
lineages rather than ANOVA, which would not reveal where differences occurred only that there
was a difference.

Morphometric Character Analysis
Among the morphological characters traditionally used for species delimitation among
frogs of the L. kuhlii complex, RFL and RTL were excluded from all analyses because they are
not quantitative measurements, and TD was excluded because it is not measurable in all
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specimens. All character measurements (digital and caliper) of known specimens (n = 101; see
appendix 1) were divided by SVL and BL prior to all analysis in order to eliminate effects of
variation in body size. To test the informativeness of the remaining 19 mensural morphological
characters, a spearman correlation test was used to measure the degree of association between
characters for each scaled measurement. Characters that were highly correlated (≥85%) were
eliminated to remove potential multicollinearity for future tests following the recommendations
of previous studies (Tabachink and Fidell, 2012). When two characters highly correlated, one
was removed. The measurement that correlated with more characters was removed (e.g. if IO
correlates with IN, but IO correlated with two other characters and IN correlates with no others,
IO would be removed). This was done until the remaining characters had no correlation ≥85%.
The removal of highly correlated characters is used to reduce redundancy and possible
exaggeration of an informative character. For consistency, we used the same list of characters for
all subsequent analyses (e.g., if a character was highly correlated to another when scaled against
BL, but not SVL, it was excluded from all analyses as BL excluded more characters than SVL).
After the highly correlated characters were removed, a MANOVA was performed on the
scaled measures (characters divided by SVL or BL) to determine if significant differences
occurred between candidate species. For investigating potential character differences between
candidate species for SVL, clades with less than three individuals of the gender specified (e.g.
lineage 21 males; see Table 1 and Appendix 1) were excluded because analyses required higher
sample sizes. When measurements from males and females were combined, no clades had to be
excluded due to inadequate sample size. To identify the most informative combination of
morphometric characters for separating candidate species from one another, a post-hoc Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was run using the R package “MASS” (Venables and Ripley,
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2002). LDA attempts to model differences between classes of data, such as the phylogenetically
distinct clades established a priori by McLeod (2010). Males and females were initially
considered separately for SVL ratios as the traditional method then combined for BL. BL scaled
measurements were used as a comparison to continue exploring potential differences between
SVL and BL ratios. Pairwise t-tests with bonferroni adjustment were used to identify the
statistical differences among characters between the lineages on Borneo for SVL and BL. The
pair-wise comparisons were done to facilitate the development of a comprehensive list of
informative characters that can be used to delineate the boundaries between members of the L.
kuhlii complex. The characters that show statistical differences between candidate species should
be examined to determine if the differences can be noted in measurements or in the field to aid in
species level identification.
I utilized a Linear Discriminant Function (LDF), which finds a combination of characters
to separate classes and allows for classification, based on the morphometrics of the known
specimens to determine the potential effectiveness of head shape to aid in species delimitation.
To test the lineages used in this study, I used a LDF with jackknifed prediction, which omits one
individual per clade from initial analyses and this individual is added back into subsequent
analyses, to determine whether or not these specimens could be placed in the correct group based
solely on linear morphology (see McLeod et al., 2012). If known specimens can successfully be
placed into their genetically confirmed lineages from the aforementioned analyses, then these
methods will allow for the inclusion of unknowns in follow up studies as the lineages are
explored further.
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Geometric Morphometric Data Collection and Analysis
A novel use of geometric morphometric analyses was used to quantify and test whether
the differences observed in head shape of “known” adults among lineages were statistically
different. For this study, new images were collected from 20 specimens representing candidate
species (see appendix 1). Images of individuals were taken using a Canon EOS 70D camera with
a 60x macro lens set at f22 in a MK Digital Direct Photo-ebox 1419 light box. Dorsal views of
the frogs were captured with a five-centimeter ruler used to scale each individual. First, tps files,
which are flat file databases, were built from images using TpsUtil (Rohlf F.J., 2008).
TpsDig232 (Rohlf F.J., 2004) was used to place eleven landmarks around the head on
characteristics found on every specimen (Figure 3). Prior to placing landmarks the image was
scaled to centimeters (based off ruler in original image). All the landmarks were placed in the
same order on each image and digitized into X Y coordinates. After images were scaled and
landmarks had been placed, all tps files were labeled with classifiers consisting of clade number
(based on previous molecular data) first, gender i.e., male (M) or female (F), then museum
catalog number (e.g., 04MFMNH258505).
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Figure 4. Landmark placement on specimens for geometric data analysis. Landmarks were placed at the tip of the
snout (F), the locations of the nares (E), before and after the eyes (D and C), at the widest point (B), and at the base
of the head on the outside of either side of the specimen (A). Landmarks were taken from A at the top of the image to
F then back to A at the base of the image.

MorphoJ (C. P. Klingenberg, 2011) was used to compare and analyze head shapes based
off the classifier “clade” designation (e.g. 04 in 04MFMNH258505). A Procrustes Fit, a step in
morphometric analysis to extract shape information by Procrustes superimposition on the data
set, was used to align the coordinates of all individuals by principal axis to normalize size
differences, orientation, and translation. Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA), a statistical
approach used for geometric morphometrics to explore shape variation, was used to compare
clade groupings (Klingenberg, C. P., 2011) due to its wide applicability to compare differences
between several populations with regard for individual variation within groups (Albrecht, G. H.,
1980). The permutation test for pairwise distances between clades was used during the CVA to
determine whether the results were statistically significant (p<0.05) with the Mahalanobis
distances, which takes into account covariance among variables and measures how similar a set
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of conditions is to another. Mahalanobis distance was chosen based on previous studies of skull
morphology (Wolf et al., 2008; Kritzman et al., 2010; Rose et al., 2015; Fornel et al., 2018). As
mahalanobis distance was used because it can determine whether or not a sample is a member of
a pre-defined group (Brereton, 2015). Because the number of specimens used varied between
groups, 8 individuals were randomly selected from each clade (the maximum number of
specimens with photographs available from the smallest sample), in order to not introduce
unnecessary variance associated with unequal sample size.
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RESULTS
Morphometric Data Collection and Analysis
Comparing Digital and Caliper Measurements
The two labs (McLeod and Hertwig) took measurements with two different methods,
caliper and computer-based. To determine if both could be used in the same study, two-sample ttests to compare caliper and digital measurements of a single researcher. No difference was
noted between the measures of one researcher. One sample t-tests revealed no statistical
significance between repeated measures for either observer. Comparisons between observers for
caliper measurements revealed a statistical difference for EN (p < 0.04), but no other characters.
Though, no differences were noted between observers for digital measurements.

Body Length and Snout-vent Length
Previous studies had shown SVL differed significantly between males and females of the
same clade. To test the alternative body size measure, BL, known adult specimens of each clade
were compared utilizing two sample t-tests. The two-sample t-test showed no statistical different
between males and females of the same clade for SVL or BL (Table 3). Exploring if inter-lineage
difference were present, as suggested in previous studies, revealed significant differences in SVL
and BL (Table 4 and Table 5).
Table 3. Two-sample T-test results for body size measurements. Snout-vent Length (SVL) and Body Length (BL)
intraspecific comparisons. All values are rounded to nearest tenth. Values represent p-values from the two-sample ttest of each lineage. No values are significant illustrating no difference in means between males and females of the
same clade for SVL or BL. Clade numbers denote previously published lineages (clades 14-21).

Clades
SVL
BL

14
0.88
0.86

16
0.63
0.23

18
0.51
0.24

19
0.65
0.99

20
0.98
0.29

21
0.48
0.41
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Table 4. Snout-vent Length (SVL) pairwise interspecific comparisons. Values with statistical significance are
bolded. All values are rounded to nearest tenth. Clade numbers denote previously published lineages.

Clades
16
18
19
20
21

14
0.15
0.28
0.98
0.00018
0.084

16
-1
1
0.42
1

18
--1
0.032
1

19
---0.14
1

20
----0.45

Table 5. Body Length (BL) interspecific pairwise comparisons. Values with statistical significance are bolded. All
values are rounded to nearest tenth. Clade numbers denote previously published lineages.

Clades
16
18
19
20
21

14
0.004
0.23
0.21
0.00018
0.13

16
-0.32
1
1
1

18
--1
0.039
1

19
---0.81
1

20
----0.32

Morphometric Character Analysis
Correlation analysis revealed that four characters with >85% association (FEL, MN,
PAL, TBL) to the other 15 characters and were removed from subsequent analyses. Because
odontoids are a sexually dimorphic character, we chose to use MD (mandible depth) when
comparing females only or males and females in combination. We used OL (odontoid length)
instead of MD when comparing males only. With the remaining eleven characters, a MANOVA
was utilized to test the hypothesis that there would be at least one character difference among the
clades. The MANOVA showed that there was a character difference for each combination
explored (Male SVL, p < 0.0003; Female SVL, p <6.87e-09; SVL, p <2.725e-14; BL, p <
1.973e-14). Post hoc Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and pairwise t-tests highlight the
characters that differ between clades (Tables 6–13).
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From each LDA, a matrix was created to determine the accuracy of placement the PC
components (Tables 6–9). Male SVL showed the highest accuracy for placing individuals at 82%
while Female SVL had a success rate of 73%. Pooling male and female measurements with SVL
and BL generated 65% accuracy for individual placement (Tables 6–9).

Table 6. Results of posthoc linear discriminant analysis of male specimens using SVL to normalize morphological
data. True Clade denotes apriori group assignment based on previously published genetic data. Predicated Clade
indicates the group a specimen was assigned to on the basis of morphological data. Bolded values indicate the
number of individuals placed into the correct group. The percentages at the bottom indicate accuracy for each
clade.

True Clade
Predicted Clade

14

16

18

19

20

14

3

1

0

0

0

16

0

11

1

0

0

18

0

1

10

0

0

19

0

1

1

4

0

20

0

1

1

0

5

Total n

3

15

13

4

5

n correct

3

11

10

4

5

% correct

100%

73%

76%

100%

100%

Overall correct classification rate was 82% (Average calculated from total n used divided by n
correct).
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Table 7. Results of posthoc linear discriminant analysis of female specimens using SVL to normalize morphological
data. True Clade denotes apriori group assignment based on previously published genetic data. Predicated Clade
indicates the group a specimen was assigned to on the basis of morphological data. Bolded values indicate the
number of individuals placed into the correct group. The percentages at the bottom indicate accuracy for each
clade.

True Clade
Predicted Clade

14

16

18

19

20

21

14

6

0

0

0

1

1

16

0

3

2

0

0

1

18

1

1

10

0

4

1

19

0

0

0

3

0

0

20

0

1

4

0

8

0

21

0

0

0

0

1

15

Total n

7

5

16

3

14

18

n correct

6

3

10

3

8

15

% correct

85%

60%

62%

100%

57%

83%

Overall correct classification rate was 71% (Average calculated from total n used divided by n
correct).
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Table 8. Results of posthoc linear discriminant analysis of male and female specimens combined using SVL to
normalize morphological data. True Clade denotes apriori group assignment based on previously published genetic
data. Predicated Clade indicates the group a specimen was assigned to on the basis of morphological data. Bolded
values indicate the number of individuals placed into the correct group. The percentages at the bottom indicate
accuracy for each clade.

True Clade
Predicted Clade

14

16

18

19

20

21

14

9

1

0

0

1

1

16

0

8

5

1

2

2

18

1

2

17

0

7

1

19

0

1

1

3

1

0

20

0

1

4

0

14

1

21

0

1

0

0

1

14

Total n

10

14

27

4

26

19

n correct

9

8

17

3

14

14

% correct

90%

57%

62%

75%

53%

73%

Overall correct classification rate was 65% (Average calculated from total n used divided by n
correct).
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Table 9. Results of posthoc linear discriminant analysis of male and female specimens combined using BL to
normalize morphological data. True Clade denotes apriori group assignment based on previously published genetic
data. Predicated Clade indicatres the group a specimen was assigned to on the basis of morphological data. Bolded
values indicate the number of individuals placed into the correct group. The percentages at the bottom indicate
accuracy for each clade.

True Clade
Predicted Clade

14

16

18

19

20

21

14

9

1

0

0

1

1

16

0

8

5

1

2

2

18

1

2

17

0

7

1

19

0

1

1

3

1

0

20

0

1

4

0

14

1

21

0

1

0

0

1

14

Total n

10

14

27

4

26

19

n correct

9

8

17

3

14

14

% correct

90%

57%

62%

75%

53%

73%

Overall correct classification rate was 65% (Average calculated from total n used divided by n
correct).

When male morphological characters were normalized using SVL, four characters were
found to have a statistical difference between their means. Though no single character
universally separated all groups (Table 10), males of clades 14 and 18 differed significantly in
IO, 16 and 18 in OL, 18 and 19 in UEW and IN, and 18 and 20 in OL (Table 10). When
considering females, significant differences were observed among four characters. ED showed
the most separation of clade 14 from other candidate species, but 14 and 18 have several
morphological character differences (Table 11). Females of clades 16 and 19 showed no
statistical differences among characters and lineages examined.
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Table 10. Male SVL character differences with p-values. Pair-wise comparisons of clades from Borneo to examine
character differences. Pair-wise t-test combinations made previously are not repeated. Only significant p-values are
shown. P-values were adjusted with bonferroni adjustment. Abbreviations: IO = interorbital distance, OL =
odontoid length, UEW = upper eye width, and IN = internarial distance.

Clades

14

16

18

19

16

--

--

--

--

18

IO (p < 0.03)

OL (p <0.07)

--

--

19

--

--

UEW (p<0.04);

--

IN (p < 0.04)
20

--

--

OL (p <0.004)

--

Table 11. Female SVL character differences with p-values. Pair-wise comparisons of clades from Borneo
to examine character differences. Pair-wise t-test combinations made previously are not repeated. Only
significant p-values are shown. P-values were adjusted with bonferroni adjustment. Abbreviations: ED =
eye diameter, EN = eye-nostril distance, HW = head width, and IN = Internarial distance.

Clades

14

16

18

19

20

16

ED (p < 0.01)

--

--

--

--

18

ED (p < 0.04);

--

--

--

--

EN (p <0.006);
HW (p < 0.01);
IN (p < 0.01)
19

--

--

--

--

--

20

ED (p < 0.001)

--

--

--

--

21

--

--

IN (p < 0.0008)

--

IN (p < 0.0008);
ED (p <0.03)
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When males and females were pooled and characters were scaled against SVL, four
characters (EN, ED, IN, UEW) showed statistical significance between the lineages (Table 11).
Clades 14 and 21 may be separated from 16, 18, and 20 by ED. Clade 19 showed no potential
characters for differentiating from other lineages. BL found six characters (EN, ED, IN, IO,
LAL, UEW) statistically different characters. Whereas LAL was not significantly different in
SVL-based analyses, it was when using BL as the scaling method. In this case, multiple
characters could be used to separate clades (Table 12). Post hoc pairwise t-tests revealed
differences between clades for each combination.

Table 12. SVL combined character differences with p-values. Pair-wise comparisons of clades from Borneo to
examine character differences. Pair-wise t-test combinations made previously are not repeated. Only significant pvalues are shown. P-values were adjusted with bonferroni adjustment. Abbreviations: ED = eye diameter, EN =
eye-nostril distance, UEW = upper eye width, and IN = internarial distance.

Clades

14

16

18

19

20

16

ED (p < 0.00054)

--

--

--

--

18

IN (p < 0.0457);

--

--

--

--

EN (p < 0.046);
ED (p < 0.0003)
19

--

--

--

--

20

ED (p < 6.7e-05)

--

--

--

--

21

--

ED (p < 0.0208)

IN (p < 0.0013)

--

IN (p < 0.015)

ED (p < 0.0424)

ED (p < 0.0226)

UEW (p < 0.014)

Table 13. Males and female BL character differences with p-values. Pair-wise comparisons of clades from Borneo
to examine character differences. Pair-wise t-test combinations made previously are not repeated. Only significant
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p-values are shown. P-values were adjusted with bonferroni adjustment.Abbreviations: LAL = lower arm length,
ED = eye diameter, EN = eye-nostril distance, UEW = upper eye width, and IN = internarial distance.

Clades

14

16

18

19

20

16

LAL (p < 0.011);

--

--

--

--

LAL (p < 0.0051)

--

--

--

UEW (p < 0.0067);
EN (p < 0.028);
ED (p < 0.0011)
18

IN (p < 0.0066);
UEW (p < 0.036);
EN (p < 0.0038);
ED (p < 0.03)

19

EN (p < 0.0099)

--

--

--

20

ED (p < 0.025);

--

--

--

--

LAL (p < 0.011);

IN (p < 7.3e-05)

--

IN (p <

EN (p < 0.047)
21

--

IN (p < 0.0064);

0.013)

IO (p <0.016);
ED (p < 0.0312)

Geometric Morphometric Data Analysis
Preliminary investigation into head shape analysis revealed variation between candidate
species. The Canonical Variance Analysis (CVA) between groups of eight individuals revealed
all individuals clustered together in their predefined clade (Figure 4). Whereas there is overlap
among ellipses, Mahalanobis distance permutation tests resulted in p < 0.0002 for all clade
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combinations (Table 14) Wire frames, constructed from the procrustes of fit model, reveal the
visual shape differences for clades (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Canonical Variance Analysis comparing landmarks between clades. The points represent the eleven
landmarks taken from the individual frog. The clade was used as the classifier for grouping and for coloration.
Ellipses show 90% confidence around the group. A permutation test for pairwise distance was used to calculate pvalues for Mahalanobis distance.
Table 14. Pair-wise Mahalanobis distance p-values of head shape analysis. Pair-wise combinations made
previously are not repeated.

Clades
16
18
20
21

14
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0001
<0.0001

16
-0.0001
0.0001
<0.0001

18
--<0.0001
<0.0001

20
---0.0002
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Figure 6. Comparisons of head shape between clades. The first image in each series (greyed-out area) is the
average of all individuals used in the study. Wire frames (represented by lines connecting landmarks) are an
average of individuals from the specified clade used in this study. White space between average shape and wire
frame shows deviation from the overall average head shape. Three individuals were selected from the groups for
reference. Hands were cropped from the image, as to not alter head shape, to only show head shape variation.
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DISCUSSION
Previously, taxonomists incorrectly lumped several species together as one, even while
noting morphological differences between populations, illustrating that “traditional” morphology
is not always enough to determine boundaries within species complexes. With several species
under a single name, the management of the species and, subsequently, their conservation is
ineffective. Because we failed to note the true diversity of distinct species, species declines can
be obscured and we may not notice until it is too late. To only recognize one species and bury the
others under a single name is not only a failure on our part, which we should correct, but is
unfair to amateur biologists and those unique species (Hillis, 2020). Many species complexes
have been revealed through the use of molecular phylogenetic analyses. The surprising amount
of diversity revealed in molecular studies raises several questions, but most importantly, “What
are we going to do about this?” This in turn challenges us to respond by changing our methods.
Methods are evolving, such as including molecular and nuclear DNA in taxonomic species
descriptions (Matsui et al., 2016), and other tools are becoming widely available, like geometric
morphometrics and digital measurement programs, to cover these previous blind spots and aid
our innate curiosity of how many species are present globally.
Some of the additional methods used in morphological studies, including digital
measurements, allow for comparability between studies. Because of the potential to introduce
error in morphometric data collection, it is commonly acknowledged that a single researcher
should take all measurements for a study, especially when using calipers or similar to measure
structures. Recently, image-based measurements relying on computer software (e.g., ImageJ)
have been used to reduce or eliminate individual measurement biases. Some studies have
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explored the variation in results between caliper- and image-based measurement methods
(Muñoz-Muñoz and Perpiñán, 2010; Petrtyl et al., 2013; Weisenbeck et al., unpublished). I show
there was statistically significant variation between researchers using caliper- methods on the
same specimens. These results support previous publications (Muñoz-Muñoz and Perpiñán,
2010; Petrtyl et al., 2013), and stress the importance of having one researcher collect all
measurement data for a study. Moreover, it emphasizes the need to re-measure specimens
examined in other studies for consistency in data collection and accuracy of comparisons
(Goodenough et al., 2010; Bulahova et al., 2011; Petrtyl et al., 2013). This, however, may not be
necessary if measurement data collection is done using images and digital methodologies.
Image-based measurement may eliminate researcher bias and allow direct comparability between
studies.
When image-based measurements of 10 specimens and the same morphometric
characters taken by different individuals were compared, results were not statistically different.
This suggests that digital measurements taken by multiple individuals could be compared to each
other, facilitating direct comparison between studies. Prior to all studies utilizing this method,
caliper measures should be compared to digital before combining data. While the measurements
were not different in this study, until all measurements are taken as digital measures, researchers
should determine if the data can be pooled prior to all testing. To maintain comparability, the
measurements points must stay the same between researchers. For this study, measurements
followed McLeod (2008), and future studies should maintain those measures or will need to
digitally re-measure all specimens if others are used. The movement towards digital measures
requires photographs of specimens, such as those specimens from foreign collections provided
for use in this project. For the past eight years, NSF has sponsored the digitation of biological
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collections. Digitation allows for easy access to information previously locked away in
museums. The digitization of specimens facilitates the sharing of diverse data sets and can
facilitate novel studies, including taxonomic studies, which may not have been attempted prior to
the availability of digital data.
Most taxonomic studies use morphology to define a species with a suite of morphometric
characters, and interspecific differences in these characters provide the boundaries for species
delimitation. Some characters are utilized for historical reasons rather than for their utility
(Watters et al., 2016). Snout-vent Length (SVL) has been consistently utilized in studies of
amphibians and reptiles. Previous studies noted that SVL could be statistically different between
males and females of the same species. For this reason, I considered body length (BL) to
potentially reduce the intraspecific differences between males and females. I investigated the
utility of BL in comparison with traditional methods of exploring the sexes separately and
combining them. SVL (male and female separately) showed the highest accuracies for this study,
but the low accuracy seen in combined SVL and BL (65%) could be explained by the
phylogenetic hypotheses tested (Figure 6 and Figure 7). Tables 8 and 9 had the same results.
Clade 20 and 18 were two that showed high variability between the morphology and previous
molecular studies. Figures 6 and 7 show that within clade 20 (Figure 6) and clade 18 (figure 7)
there is potentially more than one lineage within each clade, which could explain the variability
seen in 20, 18, and 16, which had the lowest accuracy scores. While this study does not attempt
to separate out these lineages, further investigation may reveal additional previously undetected
diversity within this complex group.
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Figure 7. Phylogenetic hypothesis for clade 20 based on analysis of mtDNA (modified from Devito, 2019).
Labels at branch tips reflect the Genbank accession numbers from previous studies by McLeod (2010; HM
#s, purple boxes), Matsui (2016; LC #s) and samples used by Devito (2019; highlighted). McLeod (2010)
based clade 20 on only four samples (purple boxes). The structure seen here based on additional sampling
shows three (A—C) well-supported lineages within clade 20, suggesting the possibility of multiple species.
The presences of these distinct mtDNA-based lineages (candidate species) may explain the low accuracy
seen in male and female combined SVL and BL analysis.
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Figure 8. Phylogenetic hypothesis for clade 18 based on analysis of mtDNA (modified from Devito, 2019).
Labels at branch tips reflect the Genbank accession numbers from previous studies by McLeod (2010; HM
#s, purple boxes), Matsui (2016; LC #s) and samples used by Devito (2019; highlighted). McLeod (2010)
based clade 18 on only three samples (purple box; “A”). The structure seen here based on additional
sampling shows two well supported lineages within clade 18, suggesting the possibility of multiple species.
The presences of these distinct mtDNA-based lineages (candidate species) may explain the low accuracy
seen in male and female combined SVL and BL analysis.

This study shows that despite the low accuracy, and the potential for more candidate
species, the results for SVL and BL indicate that no matter which body size measurement used
both yield similar results. Therefore, BL should be considered as a new standard of size
assessment, especially for the L. kuhlii complex where sexual dimorphism may affect measure of
body size.
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When investigating morphological characters to define species, currently 21 characters
are taken per specimen, though RFL and RTL were removed as they were not measurements,
and TD was removed, as TD is not visible on all specimens. Of the 19 used in this study only six
(EN, ED, IN, IO, LAL, UEW) showed statistical differences between Bornean lineages
examined in this study. BL provides a potential method for differentiating at the species level
when visual differences are difficult to note because BL revealed a novel characteristic (LAL)
that may guide external morphology examinations as well as shared characteristics seen when
comparing only males and females. While this method was used to facilitate a potential list of
informative characters, the decision to use or eliminate characters should not be taken lightly.
Each character elimination should be made with consideration to the context of the study being
undertaken until a comprehensive list for the complex can be made for the complex.
In addition, while linear measurements are traditional and are still useful for defining
species, linear morphology can fall short for delimiting species complexes. Linear measurements
cannot quantify shape, and qualitative description can be vague and up to interpretation as seen
with head shape. Personal communications (McLeod and untrained observers) have suggested
that candidate species vary in head shape, but this had yet to be quantified. To determine if
trained researchers, who are familiar with these frogs, could only detect visual differences,
individual researchers with no experience with the L. kuhlii complex were asked to sort the
specimens by head shape only. Many noted the slight visual differences in shape and most
matched “known” individuals with the correct lineage with accidental placement as seen in
figures 6 and 7. Despite confusion over a few individual specimens based solely on head shape,
the informal results by untrained observers encouraged an investigation into head shape analysis.
Statistical analyses showed all lineages were significantly different in head shape. Additional
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studies with increased sample sizes should be conducted to explore variation within head shape
among lineages to support the evidence for its use in species delimitation, especially within
species complexes.
While morphology originally could not reveal the true diversity hidden in the L. kuhlii
complex, it should not be thought of as a broken and irreplaceable tool. Morphology is the
foundation of taxonomic studies, how we describe species, and therefore the heart of
conservation. Additional methods to aid in species delimitation are providing insight to species
complexes, such as the inclusion of DNA and geometric morphometrics analyses, despite the
visual similarities. The use of mitochondrial DNA is debated due to the divergence within a
species (Hillis, 2020). Hillis suggests that clades should not be constructed solely on
mitochondrial DNA as they can be misleading, and should include nuclear DNA (e.g., Matsui,
2016) to prevent over-splitting species. This possibility for over-splitting is evidenced here.
Based on molecular data (mtDNA) from Devito (2019), it could be argued that three potential
species exist within Clade 20 (McLeod 2010). Caution, per Hillis (2020), should be exercised
before assigning names to these three lineages. Additional lines of evidence (bioaccoustic,
morphological, behavioral, etc.) supporting their distinctiveness would certainly warrant their
recognition as valid species.
The methods laid out in this study suggest the alternative body measurement (BL) should
be used instead of SVL. Head shape analysis in combination statistical analysis show to provide
refinement to the traditional morphology (linear measurements) and show integrating new tools
and methods (image-based measurements) can increase sample size by creating comparable
measures for future studies. Taxonomic studies have become more than just morphology.
Including methods from other areas of research, like DNA barcoding and geometric
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morphometrics, can now be jointly done with ecologists, taxonomists, statisticians, and
geneticists. Morphology is far from a broken tool, it is one that can bring several fields under the
broad spectrum of “biology” together. These methods can be shared and applied in countless
ways. We cannot simply stick with traditional methods because they have been “always been
done”. Now we must take the traditional methods and refine them with today’s technology and
thoughts. If we refuse to consider alternative ideas, then we risk losing more than a single
species, we risk complexes globally that haven’t been identified yet and potentially endanger our
resources because we will not know what we have until it is gone. Morphology is just one step in
the process of conservation, but in most cases, it is the first step and the most important one.
The struggle we face is knowing when we have “enough” evidence to define and describe
a new species. Nevertheless, the effort to describe species should not be abandoned due to these
difficulties. A balance must be achieved between our struggle as scientists and the urgency to
describe the undocumented diversity facing significant threats (natural and anthropomorphic) to
their existence. If we truly desire to conserve and understand global biodiversity, then we must
work on understanding species complexes.
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